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Trauma and Resources in Sand play TRiS©
Neurobiological foundation by Karl-Klaus Madert M.D.
The Persona is the process of structuring the content of consciousness
by choosing, conceptualizing, validating, limiting, making up a story about it,
creating a personal myth.
A traumatic complex builds up under extreme stress. This is a process both
physiological and psychological.
Extreme stress means: the stimulus barrier is broken through and the sensory
overload effects in brain dysfunction. The function of the persona brakes down.
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Fig. 1
The creation of a consistent figure of reality is the result of an active work of our
brain. This involves the binding of the different modalities of our senses as well
as creating a meaning out of our perceptions. In the condition of extreme stress
this binding function is overtaxed. From the viewpoint of normal function this
seems like a cut off. But it is a malfunction.
The result is primary dissociation. Instead of a consistent figure of experience
there are only fragments to be stored in memory. This is due to the malfunction
of the brain. The persona falls apart. Primary dissociation is failure of function,
not „defence“!
In case the stress situation endures, the brain can not make up for integrating the
dissociated experience. The stress situation as a whole is stored inclusive the
alert state and the cognition of having failed to solve the problem. This is
fundamentally important in case of being threatened by an act of physical or
psychological violence by another human person, because this establishes an
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inner image of a relational experience. E.g.: I’m helpless, I’m not worth to be
respected, I have to submit myself in order to survive. The world of humans is
dangerous.
To compensate this devastating experience a traumatic complex develops. A
secondary compensation is established both on a level of bodily postures and a
level of character attitudes that is called character armour or trauma
compensation.
Nevertheless situations or cues that remind of the original traumatic situation
can trigger a trauma state as if the person is in danger again. The “felt sense”
changes in a feeling of danger. But this is a top-down projection of the traumatic
complex into the body.
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Fig. 2
The immediate answer to a dangerous situation is mediated by the sympathetical
fight-flight-system. It reacts within 10 to 15 milliseconds with an involuntary
reaction of the emotional limbic system and an involuntary movement, primarily
executed by the extrapyramidalmotoric system of the basal ganglia. Because of
this immediate response it is called the hot system of stress reaction.
There is also a cold system of slower rational assessment, mediated by the
cortex. It takes about 200 milliseconds to create a conscious cognitive evaluation
of the situation und to figure out a solution to the problem.
In a traumatic situation unbearable stress arises, because there is no solution to
the problem. There is no rational break to the stress activation and the stress
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reaction goes on as long as there is no solution and the stressful situation has not
found a solution.
Fight and flight are the natural reaction to a life threatening danger. The
sympathetic nervous system is activated. When there is no solution to the threat
by fight or flight, panic comes up or freezing.
The vagal system is the antagonist to the sympathetic stress activation and limits
its activation. It works like an emergency stop.
It has two parts.
The Dorsal Vagus is phylogenetically old:
when extreme stress becomes damaging high an emergency stop stops the over
speed in a cataleptic reflex. The person collapses. This shock response is already
available before birth.
The neurons of this system are not myelinized.
The Ventral Vagus builds up not until the 2nd and 3rd year of life by
myelinized neurons. It mediates affect modulation by the ventral prefrontal
cortex.
This means:
Little children are not capable of modulating their stress response by cortical
action. They need the stress modulation capacities of their caretakers.
In consequence: unsolved stress patterns built before the 2nd to 3rd year of life
are not at all represented in cortical structures.
Under the viewpoint of therapy they have to be addressed on the level of limbic
and extrapyramidalmotoric structures.
Imagination of resources creates a healthy persona state.
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Fig. 3
Imaginative resources activate the prefrontal cortical ventral vagus system.
Imagination works on the level of symbols and analogy. This is a cortical
function. Dissociation and symbolization are incompatible. Sometimes the
cortex uses analogue imaginations to “describe” a traumatic state. But because
of the primary dissociation in these analogies important parts of the “gestalt” are
missing: the representation of the dissociated original body sensations and
feelings. Further more in case of the traumatic state originates before the ventral
vagus system has built up the structure of the system was not yet capable of
symbolizing at all. The result is a deficit of psychic structure that has to be taken
in consideration when undertaking therapy with these persons.
Sand play therapy uses the cortical function of symbolization. Imagination takes
place on a cortical level. Imagination may mask a trauma state.
Analogue imagination may be used to access the traumatic complex. But unlike
symbolizations on a more mature level sand play therapy without integrating the
bodily level will not come out with a major change of the traumatic condition. It
may modulate the present physical, emotional and mental state via the prefrontal
cortex like activating a resource state, but will not change the physiological base
of a triggered trauma state on the level of the limbic and extrapyramidalmotoric
system.
I pointed out the two systems of answer to danger:
the immediate involuntary unconscious reaction of the hot system and
the delayed cortical evaluation.
There is a correspondence of this in the memory system. The immediate answer
is stored in the implicit memory, involuntary, unconscious. Most of it is
archetypical and genetically preformed.
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Fig. 4
Only the explicit part of the reminiscence of the traumatic situation can be
remembered voluntarily and can be talked about. But talking about will not
necessarily change the implicit readiness of reacting immediately to a
threatening or dangerous situation similar to the original traumatic situation.
In consequence: in therapy we have to address the implicit memory in order to
change the habitual overreaction to potentially dangerous situation resembling
the original traumatic situation.
To give a short summarize:
Triggers activate a traumatic as-if-loop. The original trauma state with its
survival patterns is evoked. This happens involuntarily. The persona contracts
and the presence shrinks to the functional level of the traumatic situation, that is
surviving!
Therapy aims to connect the explicit and - very important - the implicit part of
the memory of the traumatic situation with a good, safe feeling of being able to
manage the danger, at least today. This is only possible, when the body feeds
back to the implicit memory system the condition of a state of safety.
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Fig. 5
This is a bottom-up-feedback.
To put it with words of Antonio Damasio: “To be effective the process has to
have shown up on the stage of the body, so to speak has to have looped through
the body first.”
The human memory is not like a tape recorder. Every time we recall a memory,
this content is activated in a labile state. Then the content is connected with the
present state and restored again. We cannot remember without changing our
reminiscences. My conclusion: the basic principle of therapy of a traumatic
complex is state-dependent restoring.
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Fig. 6
This means also: when we recall a traumatic situation, the original stress answer
is recalled also. We are going into the same trauma state. Unless we modify this
stress answer on a bodily level, we will only reinforce the traumatic memory
loop by recalling it. This is called retraumatization.
The art of trauma therapy is made of
 evoking the trauma state while at the same time
 providing by means of a safe body state in an eustress condition
an alternative frame of safety, coping capacity and richness of resources.
The eustress situation while processing a traumatic memory is of fundamental
importance to avoid retraumatization.
For this the safety in therapy and the understanding of the therapist is crucial.
Watching out for the stress level of the patient during confrontation and
interfering immediately, when dissociation occurs, the therapist has the function
of modulating the stress level. This sometimes needs direct intervention, mainly
when dissociation occurs.
Structure is crucial to give safety and to prevent retraumatization.
Sand play creations can and will represent some analogy of the original
traumatic situation. They represent the tendency of the psyche to make topical
the unresolved trauma complex (zeigarnik’s effect) and at the same time they are
creations to banish the evoked trauma state. By shaping and putting into action
an overwhelming experience beyond words they try to handle the devastating
feeling of helplessness. Helplessness arises of necessity when facing an
irresolvable thread of existence that is constitutional to trauma. Nobody will
expose himself to this feeling without being helped actively to confront and not
avoid it. In case of trauma the self healing capacities of the psyche has been
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overwhelmed and the salutary environmental conditions had missed or failed to
support spontaneous recovery.
Because of this contradiction in itself while activating and confronting
involuntarily or by purpose traumatic content in sand play creations we can not
allow free association to take over completely. On the functional level of trauma
(that is a level of dysfunction!) the psyche is not capable of restructuring itself
without therapeutic help. Either it will dissociate or it will avoid the devastating
feeling of helplessness by whatever “beautiful” sand play creations. Only in an
eustress situation and with the support of a sharing and actively empathetic
helper the self healing capacities will be restored. And they are!
The confrontation of the trauma complex has to happen on five basic levels.
This ensures that the implicit and explicit memory is addressed.
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Fig. 6
One of the most effective techniques of lowering the stress level is bilateral
stimulation that activates the vagus system on a sensomotor level and activated
the body out of the shock and freezing response. There are about one hundred
scientific studies that support evidence of the effectiveness of sensory and
sensomotor stimulation in trauma therapy.
These are the advantages of using TRiS in sand play trauma therapy:
• externalization: the sand play arrangement recalls and symbolizes the
trauma complex at the same time
• triangulation: the persona / the conscious self witnesses
trauma
and resources from a distant viewpoint
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proportions: the big persona looks at the small sand play figures
in
the arrangement of her traumatic complex
• grounding: the sand play is created in an upright standing position, feet
on the ground, moving, sensing
• control: acting and creating out of his self healing capacities (in Jungian
terms: out of his Self) the patient is in charge of changing his trauma
related memory
•
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